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Let’s be Friends
If you enjoyed tonight’s concert, 
please do consider becoming a 
“Friend of the SNJO” and help support 
the future of our orchestras and that 
of jazz in Scotland. We welcome new 
friends at any time.

Membership information is available 
at snjo.co.uk 

We look forward to welcoming you.

We would also like to encourage everyone to please sign up for our email 
updates at snjo.co.uk/news

Sponsors
We would like to extend 
special thanks to our main 
sponsors, Creative Scotland 
and the Royal Conservatoire 
of Scotland for their continued 
support of the orchestras.

Featuring Blythe Duff, Phil Cunningham, Julie Fowlis, 
Megan Henderson, and Michael McGoldrick

Music from Tommy Smith, Phil Cunningham, Michael 
McGoldrick, Julie Fowlis, and the Trad repertoire 

Orchestration by Tommy Smith

A companion piece to Tommy Smith’s legendary Beasts 
of Scotland, but inspired by ancient Scottish folk melodies 
and folklore, Tales of the Tribe magnifies and reveals 
creatures of mythic proportion and explores Scotland’s 
soul through music and through the poetry of Meg 
Bateman, Christine De Luca, Peter MacKay and Tom Pow.

From tales of dragons to vampiric ghosts, there is 
something for everyone to get their teeth into in SNJO’s 
new Tales of the Tribe.

Dragons, mermaids, fairy queens, 
ghosts, giants, and goblins populate 
Scottish folklore.

From the Baobhan Sith – the beautiful 
Highland women who seduced their prey 
before attacking and killing them - to 
the redcap of the Borders, who allegedly 
soaked his hat in the blood of his victims, 
Scotland’s storytellers have perpetuated 
the myths of more scary characters than 
the Hammer House of Horrors.

Taking these ancient stories as 
inspiration, four of the foremost 
contemporary poets have created the 
text for Tales of the Tribe to magnify and 
reveal the creatures and characters of 
legend.

Meg Bateman has invoked Dràgan nan 
Eilean, a monster formed by the 
Hebrides whose head is Barra with 
Castle Bay as its mouth. Its broken teeth 
are Mingulay and Pabbay. Its shattered 
horns are Eriskay and Fùideigh. The 
dykes of Uist are its writhing ribcage and 
Lewis and Harris, its agonised coils. This 
beast causes havoc until a hero comes 
to its prey’s rescue but the beast might 
only be wounded, not vanquished.

Then into the theatre of the macabre 
comes the Mermaid of Corry Vreckan, 
who wraps her arms round a ship’s 
captain and pulls him under the waves 
to Jura, and the Water Horse, who lures 
maidens into a loch and devours them.

These tales were often told to the 

PROGRAMME NOTES
accompaniment of a bard’s harp. Many 
of them have developed over time into 
songs or ballads. Some even reference 
musicians, such as the piper lured by 
Schiehallion, the Fairie Queene to play 
for the (almost) tireless dancer or the 
Trow of Tumlin, one of these magical 
characters who, as every Shetland fiddle 
music fan knows, composed most of the 
best tunes in the islands’ tradition.  

So it’s entirely fitting that our narrator, 
the distinguished actor Blythe Duff, will 
intone the poets’ words to the sound of 
the instruments of the tradition, fiddle, 
whistle, accordion and flute, played by 
some of the traditional music world’s 
greatest players – Phil Cunningham, 
Julie Fowlis, Megan Henderson and
Michael McGoldrick. Their musical 
creations have fed into tonight’s music 
just as they have been absorbed into 
the fabric of the tradition itself, through 
being played in sessions and learned by 
traditional music students at feisean and 
from recordings as the lingua franca of 
traditional music today.  

As SNJO director and composer and 
orchestrator of tonight’s music, Tommy 
Smith says: “I wanted to present these 
tales in a way that made strong use of 
Scotland’s musical heritage as well as the 
narratives to present the characters and 
creatures realistically while appealing to 
families and lovers of traditional music and 
big band jazz alike.” Sit back and let the 
mystery and magic of the tales begin.              

© Rob Adams
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Phil Cunningham is a folk musician and multi-
instrumentalist who has been at the forefront of 
Scottish traditional music for over forty years. He is 
a leading accordionist and a noted composer who 
is familiar to Scottish television audiences as an 
entertaining host and engaging performer. 

A native of Portobello in Edinburgh, Phil’s long and 
productive career began at school where he excelled 
on violin, piano and organ. He became a professional 
musician from the age of sixteen when he joined his 
older brother, Johnny, in Silly Wizard, a very popular touring 
band that combined traditional music with original compositions. He 
quickly established himself as an inventive member, making important 
contributions to the band’s unique sound on accordion, guitar, harmonium, 
synthesisers, and tin whistle.

When Silly Wizard broke up in the late 1980s, Phil’s subsequent 
collaborations began with stage and studio appearances alongside Mícheál 
and Triona Ó Domhnaill in the quartet Relativity. He is perhaps best known 
for his fruitful partnership with Shetland fiddler Aly Bain and his featured 
work on BBC television’s long-running Transatlantic Sessions series.

Phil’s recorded output includes appearances on six albums with Silly Wizard, 
four CDs with American singer-songwriter Connie Dover, and no less than 
nine recordings with Aly Bain including 2020’s No Rush. He has also found 
time in a busy schedule of performing, producing and presenting to release 
two solo albums, Airs and Graces (1983) and Palomino Waltz (1989). 

Phil Cunningham has long been a sought-after composer of music for 
theatre and television, while 1997 saw the premiere of his large-scale 
work, the Highlands and Islands Suite at the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall. 
In 2002, Phil was appointed MBE for services to Scottish music and was 
later awarded an honorary Doctor of Letters from Glasgow’s Caledonian 
University on 27th November 2007.

PHIL CUNNINGHAM
Blythe Duff is an award-winning theatre, television, and film 
actress whose many different roles have been rich and 
diverse. Her work has included acclaimed performances in 
a variety of notable productions including: Harry Potter 
and the Cursed Child; in London’s West End. Touring 
internationally with Beautiful Burnout & The James Plays 
for the National Theatre of Scotland. Into that Darkness 
for the Citizens Theatre and Ciara for The Traverse and 
Datum Point. She is, however, best known for her role 
as ‘Jackie Reid’ in the long-running television crime 
drama Taggart.
Blythe began her career with The Company, a youth 
opportunities theatre group based at the Glasgow Arts 
Centre. She later joined the Scottish Youth Theatre and debuted 
as a professional in 1983 at The Young Playwrights Festival in Edinburgh. For 
the next seven years, Blythe honed her craft in touring theatre throughout 
Scotland and performing with the Scottish National Opera /ENO’s production of 
Kurt Weill’s Street Scene culminating at London’s Coliseum.
The significant part she played in Taggart between 1990 and 2010 brought 
Blythe Duff to the attention of a national and international audience. Success on 
television did not, however, interfere with her long-standing love of the theatre. 
There were numerous concurrent stage appearances including roles in Swing 
Hammer Swing (Citizen’s Theatre), Be Near Me (NT Scotland/Donmar) and Good 
With People (Traverse/Datum Point) spending a wonderful month, off Broadway 
with the later.
In recent years, her theatre career has continued to flourished with acclaimed 
performances in dramas such as Iron (Firebrand Theatre Co.), Romeo and Juliet 
(The Globe) and Be Near Me (NTS/The Donmar)
Her film work includes Sarajevo, Hula and Maureen.
On radio, her credits include leading roles in Sheila, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk, 
all of which were aired on Radio 3. And most recently in the podcast Atlantic- A 
Scottish Story (Noisemaker /Big Light) which was recently nominated for an 
Aria. Other contributions by on radio include readings for The Complete Works of 
Robert Burns (BBC Radio Scotland) and narrating The Young Persons Guide to the 
Orchestra (live) with the BBC Symphony Orchestra (Radio 3).
She adores working with orchestras and in recent years worked with the RSNO 
narrating The Snowman and various concerts with the orchestra of Scottish 
Opera.
Blythe Duff has twice received a CATS (*) award for best actress, firstly for 
her role in Iron (2013) and again the following year for Ciara. In 2011, she was 
awarded an Honorary Doctorate from the Glasgow Caledonian University (GCU) 
where she is now a Cultural Fellow, allowing her the opportunity to work with 
the MA in TV writing students feeding in to her work with The Script Detective 
which allows students to dissect the text.
(*) The Critics’ Awards for Theatre in Scotland.

BLYTHE DUFF
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Julie Fowlis is a leading figure in traditional Gaelic song 
and a gifted multi-instrumentalist.  She grew up in 
a Gaelic-speaking community on North Uist where 
she practiced singing, piping, and dancing from an 
early age. She studied oboe and English horn at the 
University of Strathclyde and enjoyed early success 
with the all-female trad ensemble Dòchas.

Solo concerts, festival appearances and recordings 
soon followed, including widely-acclaimed albums such 
as Mar a Tha Mo Chridhe (As My Heart Is) and Cuilidh (A Place 
of Retreat). These achievements led to recognition at the BBC 
Radio 2 Folk Awards with a Horizon award in 2006 and Folk Singer of The Year 
in 2008.

More recent projects include the studio album alterum in 2017, touring with 
the world-class Transatlantic Sessions, and her participation with Highland 
musician Duncan Chisholm in the specially commissioned 14-18 NOW, 
which marked 100 years since the ‘Iolaire’ tragedy

Julie has also pursued a parallel career in radio and television. Her first 
broadcast series was Fowlis and Folk (2008-09) on BBC Radio Scotland. In 
2012, a short documentary profiling Julie Fowlis, her family and her band, 
featured in the PBS series SoundTracks: Music Without Borders.  Already a 
familiar face on national television, Julie joined musician and Irish singer 
Muireann Nic Amhlaoibh to co-host Port (2015), a TV series dedicated to 
traditional Scottish and Irish music.  

Julie Fowlis is, however, famously associated with the soundtrack of ‘Brave’, 
which included the hit song Touch the Sky. Since then, Julie has performed at 
Shakespeare’s Globe, the Festival of Voice in Cardiff, and the Royal Albert 
Hall for the Proms with the BBC Concert Orchestra. Her voice reached 
a  worldwide audience in 2012 when she sang live to a TV audience of 
500 million at the closing ceremony of the Ryder Cup in Chicago. She later 
appeared at the opening ceremony of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in 
Glasgow, which attracted an audience of over one billion people. 

In addition to her two university degrees, she holds an Honorary Doctorate 
of Music from Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen. 

JULIE FOWLIS
Michael McGoldrick is a folk musician and multi-
instrumentalist who plays Irish flute, uilleann pipes, 
low whistle, bodhran, acoustic guitar, cittern, and 
mandolin. His name is associated with several 
influential folk artists and roots ensembles, but his 
work as a solo artist, in duos, and in trio settings has 
been especially prolific.

A native of Manchester, he was a founder-member 
of the Celtic folk-rock band Toss the Feathers, which 
was first formed in 1987. The group continued into the 
1990s and has enjoyed several reunions ever since. He was 
a featured member of bands such as Flook, Arcady and the Future Trad 
Collective, and has appeared on recordings by, among others, Kate Rusby 
and Capercaillie. As a guest performer, his work can be heard on countless 
recordings by a range of musical alumni, including Nicola Benedetti, Evelyn 
Glennie, and the Scottish film composer, Donald Shaw.

Michael’s solo albums include Morning Rory (1996), the cross-genre Fused 
(2006), and Wired in 2006. A fourth album, Aurora (2010), combined 
traditional and original material, while his most recent solo recording, 
entitled Arc, appeared in 2018 and set down a new marker for creative roots 
music. 

As a featured member of the Transatlantic Sessions house band (sessions 
3-6), he performed several of his own compositions and arrangements 
alongside a starry cast that has included Jerry Douglas, James Taylor, Alison 
Krauss, and many more. 

In 2010, Michael was asked to join Mark Knopfler for the US leg of a world 
tour and stayed on for the subsequent European dates. This led to his 
appearance on Knopfler’s Privateering album and inclusion in the band for 
another world tour to promote that particular recording. 

In 1994, Michael McGoldrick received the BBC Young Tradition Award, and in 
2001 he won the Instrumentalist of the Year award at the BBC Radio 2 Folk 
Awards. 

MICHAEL MCGOLDRICK
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Megan Henderson is a multi-instrumentalist and singer 
from Fort William. She grew up in a highly musical 
household and received her early musical training at 
the local Feisean and the Lochaber Musical School. 

She later studied Classical Violin at the Royal 
Scottish Academy of Music and Drama (now 
RSC) graduating in performance, composition and 
arrangement. Shortly after graduation, she joined the 
highly respected Scottish folk group Breabach, one of 
Scotland’s most innovative and creative acts. The group 
are five-time winners at the MG Alba Scots Trad Music Awards 
and have performed frequently on radio and television. Their many diverse 
projects have included cross-cultural collaborations, the release of five 
successful albums, and a hectic touring schedule. 

January 2022 saw the release of Megan’s debut album Pilgrim Souls, 
which was launched at Celtic Connections. The album comprises a suite of 
instrumental and vocal pieces inspired by the artwork of fellow Fort William 
native Christine Clark. The recording features Megan on piano, fiddle and 
vocals interpreting the artist’s dream-like, impressionistic paintings, which 
Clark herself describes as “imagined landscapes and narratives which transport 
us to unknown lands, conveying moments of solitude, love, hope, beauty and 
loss.” 

Much in demand as a session musician, Megan has performed and recorded 
with artists such as Salsa Celtica, the Grit Orchestra, Le Vent Du Nord, 
Siobhan Miller, Kris Drever and Duncan Chisholm. Widely admired as one of 
Scotland’s most lyrical fiddlers, Megan was nominated as ‘Instrumentalist of 
the Year’ at the Scottish Traditional Music Awards in 2012. 

MEGAN HENDERSON THE ORCHESTRA 
RHYTHM 

Pete Johnstone
Kevin Glasgow

Alyn Cosker

TROMBONES
Kieran McLeod

Liam Shortall
Michael Owers

TRUMPETS 
James Davison   
James Copus   
Christos Stylanides

WOODWINDS
Yvonne Robertson 
Martin Kershaw
Tommy Smith
Konrad Wiszniewski
Bill FlemingBill FlemingBill Fleming
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Meg Bateman is a Scottish academic, poet, and 
short-story writer. She is best known for poems 
written in Scottish Gaelic, although she has also 
published work in English.  

Meg’s first collection of poems, Òrain Ghaoil 
(Love Songs) was published in 1990, followed by 
Aotromachd agus dàineile (Lightness) in 1997. Her 
third collection, Soirbheas (Air Wind) was published 
in 2007. 

In 2011, her Scottish Gaelic short story, Chanadh 
gun d’chur i às dha, appeared in the prose 
collection, Saorsa, edited by Joan NicDhòmhnaill 
and John Storey. Transparencies appeared in 2013 
and was the first of her published works to feature 
both Scottish Gaelic and English poems. 

Her Scottish Gaelic poetry has appeared in several 
anthologies, including Other Tongues (1990) and 
Twenty of the Best (1990). She has co-edited and 
translated five anthologies of historical Gaelic 
verse poems into English, including An Anthology 
of Scottish Women Poets (1991) and The Harp’s Cry 
(1993).

Meg taught Scottish Gaelic at the University of 
Aberdeen between 1991 and 1998, before moving 
to Skye to teach at the Gaelic college, Sabhal Mòr 
Ostaig. She has also taught Scottish Gaelic at the 
University of Edinburgh and is an Honorary Senior 
Lecturer at the University of St Andrews.

MEG BATEMAN
Christine De Luca was born in Shetland and grew 
up in Waas on the west side of the Mainland. She 
studied Geography at undergraduate and post-
graduate levels at Edinburgh University and later 
qualified as a teacher. 

As a poet, Christine de Luca rose to prominence as 
a lyrical writer in both English and Shetlandic. Her 
first collection, Voes and Sounds was published in 
1994, followed by Wast Wi Da Valkyries in 1997, 
and Plainsong in 2000. Her more recent works 
include Parallel Worlds (2005), North End of Eden 
(2010), Dat Trickster Sun (2014), and Veeve (2021). 

Noted for bringing Shetlandic to a wider audience, 
her work has been recognised with successive 
Shetland Literary Awards in 1996 and 1999. As 
Edinburgh’s Makar (2014-2017), she produced 
several bilingual publications of Shetlandic verse. 
Since then, Christine’s poetry has been widely 
translated and included on four occasions in the 
annual list of 20 Best Scottish Poems.

Christine is a co-founder of Hansel Co-operative 
Press, established to promote art and literature 
in Shetland and Orkney. She has appeared several 
times on BBC radio including Woman’s Hour 
and the Something Understood series on Radio 
4. Christine’s first novel, And Then Forever, was 
published in 2011 by The Shetland Times.

CHRISTINE DE LUCA
Tom Pow studied Medieval History at the 
University of St Andrews. He taught for a number 
of years in Edinburgh, London, Madrid, and 
Dumfries. 

He is the author of twelve collections of poetry, 
including: Sparks! (2005); In the Becoming: New 
and Selected Poems (2009); and The Well of Love 
(2016). Four previous collections, Rough Seas, The 
Moth Trap, Landscapes and Legacies, and Dear Alice: 
Narratives of Madness, each won Scottish Arts 
Council Book Awards. His most recent collections 
are Naranjas (2021) and Svetlana’s Dance (2022). 

His books for children include Callum’s Big Day 
(2000); Who is the World For? (2000); Captives 
(2006); and Sixteen String Jack and the Garden of 
Adventure (2015). His travel memoirs include In the 
Palace of Serpents – An Experience of Peru and In 
Another World: Among Europe’s Dying Villages.

Over the years, Tom has collaborated with 
several musicians, including Tommy Smith on the 
Edinburgh Suite (2003), Marty Hailey on Transfusion 
(2018) and, most recently, The Galloway 
Agreement on The Village and The Road. Tom Pow 
is the recipient of many major bursaries and 
awards whose work has been recorded for The 
Poetry Archive. His many influential residencies 
include Creative Director of A Year of Conversation in 
2019.

TOM POW
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Peter Mackay is a writer and academic from the 
Isle of Lewis. He is a native speaker of Scottish 
Gaelic and an acknowledged expert in Scottish and 
Irish literature. 

Peter’s first collection, Gu Leòr (Galore), published 
in 2015, was shortlisted for Saltire Scottish Poetry 
Book of the Year, and was followed in 2020 by 
Nàdur de (Some Kind of).

He is the author of two monographs, This Strange 
Loneliness: Heaney’s Wordsworth ( 2021) and Sorley 
MacLean (2010). An anthology he edited with Iain 
S MacPherson, An Leabhar Liath (The Light Blue 
Book): 500 Years of Gaelic Love and Transgressive 
Verse ( 2015) won the 2016 Donald Meek Prize for 
Gaelic literature and the Saltire Scottish Research 
Book of the Year. 

Another anthology co-edited with Jo MacDonald, 
100 Dàn as Fheàrr Leinn (100 Favourite Gaelic 
Poems) was shortlisted for the Duais Ruaraidh 
MhicThòmais (The Derick Thomson Award for 
Poetry) in 2021.  

He graduated with an MA from Glasgow 
University and later completed his PhD at 
Trinity College Dublin. He is currently a senior 
lecturer and Deputy Head of the School of 
English at St Andrews University. An AHRC / 
BBC Next Generation Thinker, Peter is a frequent 
broadcaster on Radio 3 and BBC Radio nan 
Gàidheal.

PETER MACKAY

Christine De Luca was born in Shetland and grew 
up in Waas on the west side of the Mainland. She 
studied Geography at undergraduate and post-
graduate levels at Edinburgh University and later 
qualified as a teacher. 

As a poet, Christine de Luca rose to prominence as 
a lyrical writer in both English and Shetlandic. Her 
first collection, Voes and Sounds was published in 
1994, followed by Wast Wi Da Valkyries in 1997, and 
Plainsong in 2000. Her more recent works include 
Parallel Worlds (2005), North End of Eden (2010), 
Dat Trickster Sun (2014), and Veeve (2021). 

Noted for bringing Shetlandic to a wider audience, 
her work has been recognised with successive 
Shetland Literary Awards in 1996 and 1999. As 
Edinburgh’s Makar (2014-2017), she produced 
several bilingual publications of Shetlandic verse. 
Since then, Christine’s poetry has been widely 
translated and included on four occasions in the 

CHRISTINE DE LUCA

Meg Bateman is a Scottish academic, poet, and 
short-story writer. She is best known for poems 
written in Scottish Gaelic, although she has also 
published work in English.  

Meg’s first collection of poems, Òrain Ghaoil 
(Love Songs) was published in 1990, followed by 
Aotromachd agus dàineile (Lightness) in 1997. Her 
third collection, Soirbheas (Air Wind) was published 
in 2007. 

In 2011, her Scottish Gaelic short story, Chanadh 
gun d’chur i às dha, appeared in the prose 
collection, Saorsa, edited by Joan NicDhòmhnaill 
and John Storey. Transparencies appeared in 2013 
and was the first of her published works to feature 
both Scottish Gaelic and English poems. 

Her Scottish Gaelic poetry has appeared in several 
anthologies, including Other Tongues (1990) and 
Twenty of the Best (1990). She has co-edited and 
translated five anthologies of historical Gaelic 
verse poems into English, including An Anthology 
of Scottish Women Poets (1991) and The Harp’s Cry 
(1993).

Meg taught Scottish Gaelic at the University of 
Aberdeen between 1991 and 1998, before moving 
to Skye to teach at the Gaelic college, Sabhal Mòr 
Ostaig. She has also taught Scottish Gaelic at the 
University of Edinburgh and is an Honorary Senior 
Lecturer at the University of St Andrews.

MEG BATEMAN
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PROGRAMME
SCHIEHALLION       
REDCAP
THE WATER HORSE
THE MERMAID OF CORRY VRECKAN
KING OTTER 
DRÀGAN NAN EILEAN
(THE DRAGON OF THE ISLANDS)

GLAISTIG
BOOBRIE
FINFOLK
THE GIANT OF BENNACHIE
INTERVIEW WITH THE BAOBHAN SÌTH 
DA TROW O TUMLIN 

All music orchestrated by Tommy Smith and commissioned by the SNJO 
with support from Creative Scotland. 

Schiehallion, Fairie Queene, fairest of all;
sylph of forest and stream, she moves with grace 
of the silk flow, in gown of green moire, 
her damp hems a sparkle from waterfall, burn: Allt 
Mòr, Allt Leathan, Allt Kynachan 
spilling and stumbling 
to Tummel and Tay,
long lochs of the glens.
Sidh Chailleann, Fairy Hill of Caledonians, 
clan homeland of Donnachaidh,             
most pleasing of mountains: a pyramid deep 
in the heart of the Highlands; your best face is 
westwards, Loch Rannoch your mirror.  But 
Cailleach Bheur, the Blue Witch, with her cold breath 
of winter, chills your fair shoulders,       
ices your peak.
The Fairie Queene is your namesake, she dwells 
deep in the cave Uamh Tom a’ Mhòr-fhir,    
with its dark maze of chambers.  When snow falls 
it muffles the song of her fairies; but in Spring 
there’s a drenching of birdsong, of blossom.  
Once cattle and sheep grazed 
your wide valleys; and shieling folk came 
with their songs and their stories.
Clan Donnachaidh treasured their crystal, 
their charm-stone, their bright Clach na Bratach,   
that, dipped into rivers, brought healing and health.
But they carried it high into conflict 
and skirmish, bloody and fierce. They flouted
her warnings of battle-lust, killing.  She despaired,
and lifted her eyes west over westward
to where waters divide, decide
to slip down to the Firth of the Tay or 
to thirsty Atlantic; she stared on and on, to ocean 
and further to islands edging the world, to where 

SCHIEHALLION
by Christine De Luca

POEMS
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sun sank so slowly and air had a mild touch.   
But she needed a piper, a comrade, to open 
the musical doors of the west. With her silken  
green dress and her soft golden tresses 
and her eyes deep as lochans
enchantment was easy: a piper, allured, 
fell asleep at her feet and the next that he knew 
they had crossed Rannoch Moor, the Great Glen, 
the Cuillins, the Minch.  He heard music and fluting 
so he puffed up his bag, sounded his drone,  
and added a lilt, new tones to the sounds of the rocks,  
of the moors.  He was lost in a daze of piping 
and singing and tales of the tribe.
She had left him, sought further north, roaming 
the beaches of Uist, bewitched by the ocean, 
lured by the dark hills of Harris.  She was dipping 
her skirts in the myriad lochans, amazed  
at the fire in the sky in evening’s long light. 
But wind whipping over the wide-open vistas 
stabbed at her heart and she knew 
it was time to return.
Still the piper was called to play tune after tune, 
day after day, till the last dancer slept.  It felt like  
a week of fine celebration.  The next that he knew  
he was back in Gleann Mòr and seven years had passed.   
His father had died, his wife’s waist had thickened,  
his children grown tall.  But all was in place  
and folk welcomed their Queene; back  
to her mountain, her rivers, her home.

Redcap roamed wild hills of the Border, 
through Ettrick and Teviot, Liddel and Lauder: 
no castle was safe, neither cattle nor sheep; 
no bandit, no reiver, nor lord in his keep.
He was humpy and twisted, with prominent fangs; 
he could bite, he could stab, could run through or strangle. 
His eyes were as red as the blood on his cap; 
his grey hair was grisly and hung down his back.
With fingernails curled like the talons of eagles 
he’d brandish his pikestaff and shriek like a devil.     
The blood of his victims – oh the lure was demonic: 
he’d rip them apart and then steep his bonnet.
But he tired of the Borders, its douce hills and dales 
and dreamt of the west, the ocean, the whales. 
With his boots made of iron he outran the wind 
and dreamt of the havoc he longed to begin. 
He dashed across Pikestone and Culter and Tinto, 
Inverclyde and the Campsies, Lomond and Vorlich, 
West over Argyll to Loch Awe and Kilmartin 
where he slaughtered some deer, to bloody his garb in.
He stripped off their hides to fashion a boat 
and whittled two oars from branches of oak. 
With the wind on his back he rowed down the sun: 
the distance was covered before he’d begun.
Berneray, Mingulay, Sandray all rose 
but no towers could he spy, though he killed as he chose. 
Then Barra loomed high with its bay to the south, 
where Kiessimul Castle was guarding the mouth. 
His bonnet was drying, his throat it was parched 
for he needed a kill before it was dark. 
He drew up his boat at the edge of the strand 
then raided a hovel, ran his pike through a man.
His marauding was constant by day and by night 
the castle, the hamlet, the lowlands, the heights. 
The only folk safe were the singers and pipers 
for he loathed a music he thought was just whining.
So they sang and they piped when he grabbed at a child 
and the priest offered prayers which drove him quite wild: 
at the sign of the cross he was gone with a thud 
and flames frizzled that bonnet till redder than blood. 

REDCAP  
by Christine De Luca
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People fear us. They say 
we lure their daughters to our backs, 
and dash into some lonely loch 
to devour them, leaving only guts. 
Leading a team of ponies, 
tied nose to tail, they say one day 
we’ll veer off into water, 
taking rider and the rest with us. 
In the guise of a handsome young man, 
head nestled in a maiden’s lap, 
they say we can be discovered 
by the weeds and sand in our hair. 
Farmers know us by our pointed nebs 
and work us hard, blinkered and 
shackled with iron, but in the end, 
they say, we cost them dear.   
These are only tales to keep children from water, 
boys from riding horses on the Sabbath, 
girls from trysting with strangers at the shieling… 
These are tales from those who fear life, 
Who fear we’ll pluck you from your Christ 
and steal your soul below the waves 
to linger in the Otherworld’s mirk,   
barred forever from Heaven’s light. 
If only you could see our rage 
at our bondage to your ploughs and pits, 
your threshing mills and steeplechase, 
your cannon, gunpowder and bayonet … 
We knew a time without saddles and spurs, 
without gelding and branding, bit and whip, 
when we raced in herds across the moors, 
and our wobbling foals were born free.
Once we were honoured on Pictish stones, 
our muscles rippling, the waves dancing, 
guardians of lochs where the dead enter 
the womb of the earth and are reborn.

THE WATER HORSE 
by Meg Bateman

THE MERMAID OF CORRY VRECKAN 
 by Meg Bateman

The mermaid desired MacPhee  
in the prow of his ship,  
as he sailed through the Corry Vreckan,  
the Black Dog at his side;  
she wound her arms round his neck   
and dragged him below,  
down the spiralling finny maelstrom  
to the ocean’s bright floor.  
She showed him caves of silver,  
and grottos of gold,  
she sang him the songs of the oceans, 
with the blue notes of whales, 
she bore him children like dolphins  
with eyes like seals,  
she showed him her pearly teeth  
and combed down her hair.  
But he tired of the green half-light,   
the broken wrecks,  
and longed for the wind and sunshine,   
for birdsong and bees,   
he longed for the fragrance of heather  
when stalking the deer,   
for drinking red wine with his warriors,   
and he longed for his wife.  
Springing from her arms near Jura,   
he escaped on a boat;  
she gave chase with her ball of thread   
which he lopped with his sword;  
she tore up the hills as a hag,  
hurled rocks down,  
leaped to the sea from the summit,  
and the waters boiled. 
For each of her limbs he hacked off,  
three stretched in,  
‘Black Dog, if you can’t do it now,   
I’ll surely be undone.’   
Fur, fang and fishtail lock  
and disappear in steam  
and MacPhee sets sail for South Uist   
where his descendants still live.
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KING OTTER 
by Tom Pow

From the nine-headed hydra to the Beast 
of Gévaudan we’ve always needed beasts.
They keep us honest. They remind us 
our presence here is at best uncertain.
They do it in the bloodiest of ways. 
King Otter is prime among their number.
Forget any fey thoughts of St Cuthbert 
wading out of the North Sea, his prayers
heavenward, to be met by two otters 
whose soft fur dries and warms his frozen feet.
Think rather of a woman, her washing 
piled at the shallow edge of a sea loch
before it cliffs into darkness. Her hand 
brushes a horsefly from her cheek. A pause
as she rests her fists on the thick cloth, wrists 
ringed by the cold water. She’s looking out
beyond the estuary to the un- 
rolling fletch of the sea. A shadow
in the chest of water like a disease 
furrows her brow; too late, it was always
too late: the calm surface is shattered 
by a black column of liquid stone;
a pair of jaws launched into the air 
by haunches like mill wheels. The jaws pluck
her throat with a sudden twist, as cleanly 
and simply as you would a ripe peach.
They find the corpse, washed up on the foreshore, 
become a thing they could never unsee.
The head hangs by a scrap of what made her 
The voice box, that held the prayer and that sung
the song to bless the morning’s calm water, 
calls to the grave from deep and far away.

Have you not seen Dràgan nan Eilean?  
Its head is Barra, Castle Bay its maw;     
its broken teeth, Mingulay and Pabbay,   
Eriskay and  Fùideigh, its shattered horns;    
the dykes of Uist, its writhing ribcage,   
Lewis and Harris, its agonised coils.   
Towering solitary above the billows,   
Benbecula was once a lofty isle,   
but the dragon rose and flooded the coastline,    
and Baleshare in the east ended up west;    
it toppled churches, devoured cattle,    
its reeking breath putrefied the crops.      
Clanranald went to the smith for counsel:   
seven virgins a week, the smith advised.    
The dragon dropped its jaw in hunger,    
the waters withdrew, then battered the coast,    
engulfing the virgins in a cloud of spindrift,   
till none was left, neither maid nor nun,     
Apart from Gormshuil, Clanranald’s daughter -    
surely her blood would satisfy its lust.    
The chief promised anyone who’d kill it    
his daughter, his lordship and his magic sword.    
Four times nine heroes went to do battle   
and fled at the onrush of its emerald eye.    
At the dawn of day Gormshuil would be swallowed,  
Mac-an-iasgair stole into the Cailleach’s house,   
raised a burning peat on the point of a poker   
and leapt on Clanranald’s square-sailed boat.   
No sooner was her prow splitting the billows,   
than a current sucked them down the dragon’s throat,     
Sluicing bark and boy to the pit of its stomach   
but before the brine could quench the flame     
he thrust the peat into the dragon’s liver    
where the oil caught fire, the beast’s gut wrenched,    
and spewed him in his boat onto the headland,   
a lick of flame chasing them, surfing the flood.  

DRÀGAN NAN EILEAN / (THE DRAGON OF THE ISLANDS) 
by Meg Bateman
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The people fled to the heights of Rueval,    
the beast clawed its way onto the land,   
its thrashing tail flattening the mountains,   
fish swimming in the spume of the sky,    
day was as night with the smoke of its nostrils,   
when it roared and flopped back on the ocean floor.     
And did Clanranald keep his promise?   
The boy got blue-eyed Gormshuil’s hand,    
the lordship and the sword of Fionn mac Cumhaill;  
the wedding in Borve lasted nine weeks long,  
with the dragon’s soul locked in Barpa Langais,    
its scales mingling with the sand on the shore.    
See how nearly Benbecula was flooded  
where now there is peace between land and sea;    
the crofter can dig his rill of potatoes,   
the fisher with his creels can plough the waves;   
but I fear the beast only lies wounded -    
have you not seen how the springtides surge?  

GLAISTIG 
 by Tom Pow

Cursed 
with an upper half 
that shifts between 
enchantress and hag, 
but below the waist 
pure goat, little wonder 
I keep a low profile, 
frequenting the lonelier 
lochans and crofts.
  But truly, 
who among us is wholly 
comfortable with the unity 
of our appearance or indeed 
of our moral compass?
Take kindness, for example: 
one minute your neighbour 
may be lending you flour, dancing 
with you at a wedding; the next - 
from Bosnia to Rwanda - 
one of you is cutting 
the other’s throat.
 Yes, I am drawn 
to where extremes meet 
but none of us is all 
one thing or another. 
Especially me -
for, interspersed with a little 
throat-cutting of my own – 
sexual healing I call it – 
it has been my kindness, 
generation upon generation, 
to watch over children 
while their mothers 
milk the cows or their fathers 
tend the herd. In return 
I accept libations of milk 
offered in a hollow stone: 
a proportionate exchange 
for a modest office.

Here, on the western edges, 
there is also division – 
between land and sea; 
between loch and furrow.
On summer evenings, 
I lay my long, green, 
hoof-covering gown 
the length of South Uist.
The island appears 
at its gentlest then, 
seeming both to give 
and to receive light. 
But what moves so 
deceives you: this land 
only shimmers with life 
over the deep peaty 
songs of what’s gone.
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BOOBRIE 
by Peter MacKay

whit you gawpflinching at? 
hach! I am birdbull 
hugelost on Loch an Dùin - 
seventeen of your sideboardeagles! 
- when spooked I horsepull 
carriageload to the loch
thighmeasure my neck, go on: 
could strain a fence on me. 
could hold my breath  
longpast your gone. 
could eat your boatcalves, 
otters by the romp.
bitternboom I boom -  
OU BOUM. OU BOUM. 
apologies.  
I switchmyself. 
bullbird. horsebird. waterbull. 
waterwater.
see me run tiptop of lochwaves. 
see me halfwater halfmeat. 
let me grasslie on lochside 
more than halfasleep.
do not fear my beak, 
its 12-inchstraight thenkink. 
beak is justabeak.
do not fear my gutlump  
swimstroke through the sky.
grasslie I switchmyself 
not-he not-she not-he 
bullbird among the kine 
birdbull in the lime 
do not fear  
slowblinkeye 

Loch an Dùin [Loch IN DOOJN]

FINFOLK 
by Peter MacKay

What possessed him, what he’d escaped from, 
we could never know. Had he been able 
to speak there was no language bridging us, 
but he was shattered, a huddle  
of sealskin, his canoe reckless on the shore.
Only blunt tales of such things 
had reached as far south as Sureyar: 
a boat skipping between islands, 
the skin shimmer, half-human half-walrus, 
the unwary happed up mutely onboard.
No branding here of crosses on bairns 
sent to their first Lammas fair; not for us 
the land furling into the sea. We buried him  
facing as far North as we could,  
split his silver, judiciously, in three. 
I wear my third round my neck - 
and now something is wrong. I dream  
of crystal halls and walls of kelp, colours  
that flit like the shins of dancers,  
bones that glitter like pearls, 
I dream of cities slipping under waves, 
of kinsfolk turning slowly into bears. 
I remember endless nights and fishing 
through ice, breaking the surface of myself, 
a ship tied to heaven, the word pressgang.
I can’t stand the shifting weight of this rock  
on the sea; up to my thighs I wait  
for whatever passing boat will take me.

[Sureyar= Hebrides in the Orkneyinga saga]
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Bennachie didn’t always find it helpful 
to be a giant. But when he stretched out 
between two Tors, he knew no better stall. 
He breathed in crushed heather – snort upon snort.
And, should he be cuckolded, his anger 
need be nothing slight. He ripped up boulders, 
hurled them like meteorites. Both danger 
and righteousness danced between his shoulders.
His love took the rock meant for his rival. 
She fell into a shadowy valley 
and the air filled with the cries of curlew 
and kite. He felt his great body hollow;
his legs betrayed him, his eyes were loose darts 
and a door slammed shut on his trembling heart.
They booked two lorry spots on the CalMac 
deck the day they took him in his wheel chair 
over to the isles, to the care home mapped 
with his needs. A room had been prepared
whose chief component was glass. He’d look 
for hours at the movement of the sea, at 
the gentle lilt of the landscape. They braked 
his chair according to the movement of light.
In age, he preferred the transitory 
to the world of rock. He chose what could not 
be mined, broken, hurled, turned into story: 
he chose the harsh lessons that love had brought.
He liked best to make roosts of his withered hands; 
to hum along with the gulls’ ardent psalms.

THE GIANT OF BENNACHIE 
by Tom Pow

We were nothing like our mothers (she said),  
peching and on our arses from the shortest chase.  
We’d run the spine of Lewis in a night
for a dùbhach whose thin blood wasn’t worth 
the draining, just to scratch the itch.
You got a light? (Cupping her hands  
around the match till it flares out against  
my fingertips.) I’m not going to name  
any names, right? To protect the guilty.  
(A flinch. The slow burn on my skin.)
One time we gutted the Harris àirighs; 
another, four brothers in Wester Ross. 
We’d leave the bodies for the hoodies 
or weighed down in the waves; but there was 
nothing symbolic about any of it.
It was - scout’s honour - a game and oh I miss  
the dancing, the beat of hoof on turf, 
then the flick, the slick, the gush of it, 
but the risks got too much in the end. 
Those iron nails run in, ken? The bang bang 
screaming then dust. I’m still haunted by rust.  
But here’s me droning on. Now, let me ask. 
Who exactly did you get my name from? 
How easy was it to find me? Did you  
come on foot? Do you want to dance?

‘dùbhach’ [DOO-och] (lit. ‘blackening’): the term the Baobhan Sìth used of 
their prey. 
‘àirighs’ [AAH-rees]: shielings

INTERVIEW WITH THE BAOBHAN SÌTH 
by Peter MacKay
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A trow baed in Tumlin, anunder da broch,  
aa but bald but fur straands – peeerie trövies o hair– 
dat liftit an wavvelled aboot whin he fiddled.  
He wis kinda ill-trickit, but göd-haertit enyoch. 
He wisna da best-laek trow oot o Tumblin, but 
Oasie could dance though he hirpled an henkit!   

Trows nivver gud oot i da daylicht fur faer  
dey micht turn inta steyn.  Noo Oasie loved playin  
his jigs an his reels an, laek aa trows, could dance  
doon da mön.  But pairtners wis few an, though Fivla  
wis free, shö’d taen up wi Sibby.  Though he wantit  
a wife, dey wir jöst no enyoch ta geng roond.

Sae he’d cast his net wider, anidder adventure. 
Eftir aa, he wis bön ta Norrawa an back  
an wis heard o laaands laek Orkney, Sule Skerry,  
Rona an Hirta an da Hebrides, raikin far 
tae da suddert, een eftir tidder.  He draemed 
o da wife, o da love he micht happen ta fin.

Sae whin darkness cam doon, he filt his aald boat  
wi faerdie-maet, tully, a spade, fishin gaer,  
twa sheepskyins, kiarr an plaags he could wear,  
a firkin o watter, an his fiddle an bow.   
He hunksed himsel in owre da gunwale, nivver glanced  
owre his shooder but rowed oot da voe, gyaain 

trölly-mölly i da warp, tree mile ivery poo: 
weel ootby Burra, Havera an Sumburgh,   
Fair Isle ta da aest, an Orkney an aa; 
Sule Skerry ta port, Rona ta starboard,  
doon trowe da Minch past Harris an Lewis  
till Cuillins raise up laek a rampart aest-owre.  

Though far farder as Norrowa, he wis dere  
in wan nicht.  But whittan a buckle o skerries,  
an queer shiftin saands.  Sae he keepit on sooth,  
till he steppit ashore at An t-Eilean Dorcha, 
whaar he pooed up his boat at a place caaed 
Rossinish (though he kentna da name), an cummeled 
her owre.

He browt aa his proile til a hoidy-hol cave whaar  
he rowed himsel up i da sheepskyins, dovered owre  
as daylicht cam in.  Fantin bi mirknen  
he glunshed up a trunsher o skeeticks an spoots; spied  

a hill tae da wast whaar a hadd micht be fun. 
He saana a sowl as he traikit da laand. 

He skirtit da lochs, loupin toosik ta toosik,  
dancin on tap o da moor, not a fitstramp 
wis left as he gud.  Dan near Loch Bà Una  
he happened apön a aald chambered cairn,  
sae he clambered in owre, set a steyn tae da door,  
dan took oot his fiddle an stertit ta play.

He keepit hit lichtsome wi lilts an wi jigs,  
wi da hoop trowie fock wid join him ta link 
as he played Da Peerie Hoose under da Hill, 
Garster’s Draem, Winyadepla, but nane cam alang.   
He tried Tröila Knowe but still naeboady gaddered  
ta dance; sae he henkit awa tae himsel. 

Da neist nicht whin hit mirkened he set oot ta fin  
whaar aa da fock baed.  Tae da wast wis da ocean 
an dere he skiled hooses fae da reek o der lums.   
On da toonmals he scrimed a wife at wis milkin  
a muckle red coo.  He tocht her weel-laek; 
but dan shö stöd up.  Shö wis dooble his heicht!

Whin da hidmist ooral o licht wis gien oot,  
he darkened her door, an smootit aboot 
trivvelin fur maet, as trows dö.  But he heard  
fock spaekin wi wirds dat wis uncan an strange  
ta his lugs; sae he fled laek da wind.  Dan he mindit  
on Fivla, an tocht lang fur haem an da nort.

But he traivelled on wast till he heard some pipin 
come furt fae a strae-teckit biggin.  Da tunes 
wis boannie, but tricky ta mind on; sae dat whin  
he wan back tae his hadd an liftit his fiddle, 
couldna fin da notts o da music, da dronnin,  
an kent dat he nivver wid mak dat fine soond.    

Dey wir shurley nae peerie fock o his kind  
dat spack wi his tongue or could dance tae his tunes.   
Sae da neist dark nicht he set aff wi his proile  
an rowed, trölly-mölly, aa da wye back, 
tree mile ivery poo, to fin Fivla still waitin, 
still up fur da dancin, wi her bosie o love. 

DA TROW O TUMLIN  
by Christine De Luca

A trow lived in Tumlin, under the broch, 
all but bald but for strands – long thin wisps of hair –  
that lifted and wavered about when he fiddled.  
He was somewhat tricksy, but good-hearted enough. 
He wasn’t the best-looking trow from Tumblin, but  
Oasie could dance though he skipped with a limp!    

Trows never went out in the daylight for fear  
they might turn into stone.  Now Oasie loved playing  
his jigs and his reels and, like all trows, could dance down 
the moon.  But partners were few and, though Fivla  
was free, she seemed taken with Sibby. Though he wanted 
a wife, there were just not enough to go round.

So he’d cast his net wider, another adventure. 
After all, he had been to Norway and back  
and had heard of lands like Orkney, Sule Skerry,  
Rona and Hirta and the Hebrides, stretching far 
to the south, one after another. He dreamed 
of the wife, of the love he might happen to find.

So when darkness came down, he filled his old boat  
with food for the journey, knife, spade, fishing gear,  
two sheepskins, strong rope and clothes he could wear,  
a firkin of water, and his fiddle and bow.   
Once over the gunwale and on his way,  
not a backward glance, he rowed out the inlet

going trölly-mölly i da warp, three miles every stroke:  
well out past Burra, Havera and Sumburgh,   
Fair Isle to the east, and Orkney and all; 
Sule Skerry to port, Rona to starboard,  
down through the Minch past Harris and Lewis  
till Cuillins rose up like a rampart out east.  

Though far further than Norway, he was there  
in one night.  But what a confusion of islets,  
and queer shifting sands.  So he kept bearing south,  
till he stepped ashore at An t-Eilean Dorcha, 
where he pulled up his boat at a place called Rossinish  
(though he knew not the name), and tipped the boat over.

He brought all his gear to a well-hidden cave where 
he wrapped himself up in the sheepskins, dozed off as 
daylight came in.  Famished by nightfall  
he gobbled a plateful of squid, razor shells; spied  
a hill to the west where a lair might be found. 
He saw no one around as he wandered the land. 

He skirted the lochs, leaping tussock to tussock,  
dancing on top of the moor, not a footprint 
was left as he went.  Then near Loch Bà Una  
he stumbled upon an old chambered cairn,  
so he clambered in over, set a stone to the door,  
then took out his fiddle and started to play.

He kept it cheerful with lilts and with jigs,  
with the hope trowie people would join him to dance 
as he played Da Peerie Hoose under da Hill, 
Garster’s Draem, Winyadepla, but none came along.   
He tried Tröila Knowe but still no one gathered  
to dance; so he danced away by himself. 

The next night at dusk he set out to find  
where all the folk lived. To the west was the ocean 
and there he spied houses; smoke from their chimneys.  
On the green he picked out a woman who was milking  
a sturdy red cow.  He thought her good-looking;  
but then she stood up. She was double his height!

When the very last glimmer of light had gone out,  
he darkened her door, and slunk all about 
searching for food, as trows do.  But he heard  
folk speaking with words unfamiliar and strange  
to his ears; so he fled like the wind.  It brought Fivla 
to mind, and he wearied for home and the north.

But he kept walking west till he heard some piping 
flow through the thatch of a house.  The tunes 
were appealing, but tricky to learn; so that when 
he got back to his lair and lifted his fiddle, 
couldn’t find the musical notes, the droning,  
and knew that he never would make its fine sound.    

There were surely no little folk of his kind  
that spoke with his tongue or could dance to his tunes.  
So the next dark night he set off with his gear 
and rowed, trölly-mölly, all the way back, 
three miles every stroke, to find Fivla still waiting, 
still up for the dancing, with her bosom of love.

THE TROW OF TUMLIN 
by Christine De Luca
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We welcome new friends at any time
If you enjoyed tonight’s concert, please consider becoming a Friend of the 

SNJO and help support our future and that of jazz in Scotland. 
If you would like to know more about our memberships, please contact 

Catherine Gillespie: phone +44 7446 286412 | email cg@snjo.co.uk 
Or just click here. 

To all our Friends and Supporters listed below and to those who have 
chosen to donate anonymously – your help has been invaluable and we 

thank you sincerely.
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Gary Burton, Kurt Elling, Dame Cleo Laine, David Liebman, Joe Lovano

LATEST ALBUM RELEASE

“…an inspired pairing of free jazz and visual art” 
- Artmag UK

“triumphant”,  “majestic”, “outstanding”, “life-affirming” 
– BeBop Spoken Here

“…the arrangements really sizzled with energy and complexity.”
….“Moscow-born and Edinburgh-domiciled artist Maria Rud brings a 

whole other dimension to the proceedings.” 
Mark McKergow – London Jazz News.

Available from snjo.co.uk

HEAR IT LIVE
THU 29 Sept - The Queen's Hall, Edinburgh

FRI 30 Sep - Glasgow Royal Concert Hall (New Auditorium)
SAT 1 Oct - Queen's Cross Church, Aberdeen
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